
„YU UKT ACTIVITY“
CONTEST RULES

Contest organizer: Savez Radio-amatera Vojvodine – SRV

Purpose of the contest: is popularization and presence ham radio on VHF and UHF frequencies.

Contest time: every third week of the month from January to November (11 periods) from 07:00 GMT to 12:00
GMT.
2021: January 17, February 21, March 21, April 18, May 16, June 20, July 18, August 15, September 19,
October 17, November 21.

Operating frequencies: 144MHz, 432MHz i 1296MHz in accordance with the band plan I IARU region and
existing country-specific regulations and regulations related to every license.

Categories  of  contest: Multi  op  YU (more  competitors,  club  stations),  Single  op  YU,  FM YU,  non  YU
(regardless of category), especially for all three frequency bands. One call sign can only be registered in one of
the categories for one frequency band. 

144MHz A   YU multi D   YU single G   YU FM I   non YU
432MHz B   YU multi E   YU single H   YU FM J   non YU
1296MHz C   YU multi F   YU single - K   non YU

Types of modulations: SSB, CW i FM, in categories FM is only allowed FM types of modulations while in the
other categories all three types of modulations are allowed.

Participants: all licensed YU ham radio stations and non YU ham stations which will adhere to the rules of this 
contest and ham radio spirit.

Max transmitter power: in accordance with the license and national regulations
Rules  of  contest:  during  the  contest  exchanged  call  sign,  RPT,  number  of  QSO,  WW  QTH  locator  and
confirmation of QSO for each frequency band. Number of QSO start for each period with a number 001 and for
each connection made it increases by 1.  QSO made by reflection from the Moon (EME), via meteor scatter
(MS), via satellite, via transponder or via repeater or cross-band QSO they are not valid. QSO by reflection from
AP are allowed.

Assistant: Use of ON4KST chat or the like is allowed during the competition to schedule connections but it is
forbidden to change the data that are entered in the contest log.

Scoring: each km counts as 1 point for each frequency band separately.  The same call sign is allowed in one
period, done only once on each individual frequency band regardless of the type of modulation. 

Errors: any error in receiving: the call sign, report, connection ordinal number and WW QTH locator cancels
points for a given connection. Also, a double connection does not bring points.
 
Disqualification: In case some gives wrong information WW QTH locator,  writes  QSO,  works beyond the
obtained license,  deliberately interferes with other radio amateurs in their work as well as gross violation of
competition propositions. 
The UKT commission of SRV is responsible for the accuracy of the application of this contest rule.

Diaries: Contest log in EDI format is necessary to send no later than 7 days after organizing the contest  (next
week after the contest until 22:00 GMT) to the robot organizer's address:  http://hamcontest.rs.  Logs arriving
later will be included in the control logs. 

Awards: For each individual range, for each month and type of work scoring will be done so that the first place
winner in each category gets 100 points while others get the number of points depending on the percentage of the
achieved result. At the end of the year, a summary list will be made for all categories of work and months and all
placed receive  a diploma in electronic  format.  In  order  for  a  station to be included in the placement,  it  is
necessary to have at least 6 placed placements per range (participates in at least 6 periods of contest on one
frequency band in one category).
 
At the end of the year, awards in the form of plaques will be given to radio stations that will be ranked first in
their category. The plaques will be distributed at the Year’s Conference of SRV. 

http://hamcontest.rs/

